BMA – Flash – January 2017
The BAM-Flash appears to the edge of year 2017, at the very moment when occurred a big
reshaping of the site, reorganized around two series of six magazines(reviews), a series in French
(BAM - RAM - RAM-H - EA- RCT - CLB), a series in English (BMA - JMA - JMA-H – JTC - JBM).
The BMA-Flash is designed as a complement and an intermediary between the BMA-Astralities of the
year - who contains only paintings, graphs and charts without comments - and the BMA-Annual,
which includes articles developing news headlines on the double plan of the current global analysis of
cycles and the geo-political analysis. In brief : the BMA-Astralities is dumb and articles put down in
the BMA-Annual often take several days of preparation to propose developed analyses. Between the
two, it seemed that there was place for a more flexible and faster formula, allowing an immediate
comment of the current events, in time of need. For example, following a striking, happy or dramatic
event or upon a personality gaining focus.
The BMA-Flash will also serve to present, at the beginning of every month the global
configurations which deserve the attention of the practitioners of the mundane astrology in the next
few weeks. Allowing to bring, briefly, some clarifications to tables and in charts presented within the
framework of the BMA-Astralities.
So much, for a start, the birth chart of the BMA-Flash : :
BAM-Flash
30 déc. 2016 – 0h39 TU
Amfroipret

Naissance du BAM-Flash

JU-UR – 20°45

MA-JU-UR-NN-MC-ZE // SO/AP – KR/AP
H 16 : CU-PO

21 – 21-66 / 44-89
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The BMA-Flash is born at the time of the opposition Jupiter-Uranus, with Jupiter in the
Ascendant and Uranus to the Descendant, at the mid-point Jupiter/Uranus being situated on the IC
and so training the figure Jupiter/Uranus=MC, connected with the conjunction Mars-Neptune in Pisces
(in M. V), in the conjunction Zeus-Jupiter (in M. I) and in both axes Sun/ Apollo and Kronos/Apollo.
It is necessary to recognize that the overall picture is really promising, the axis Jupiter/Uranus
could mean chance, sudden prosperity, success (except for the case where Jupiter would be badly
configured). It is about getting success and recognition, in particular in the field of the astrology (axis
Kronos/Apollon=Uranus). So wish the BMA-Flash well and long life!

January 2017
TRANSIT OF THE SUN ON THE ZONE OF THE OPPOSITION JUPITER-URANUS AND
OF THE SQUARE PLUTO-ZEUS
From the 6th to the 11th January, the Sun will be in conjunction with Pluto in Capricorn, then
with the axis Jupiter/Uranus. If it happens that the conjunction Sun-Pluto often coincides with deaths
of striking personalities, the activation of the axis Jupiter/Uranus by the Sun may favour a capacity of
transformation and regeneration. The transit of the Sun on the axis Pluto/Zeus could indicate the
beginning of something new.
At the same time, Neptune will be at the mid-point of Venus/Mars, in Pisces and in opposition to
Kronos/Apollo : possibility of scientific advances in unknown fields, but also risk of insecurity in the
economic life.

9 janvier 2017

JU/UR – 21°17

SO-PL-JU-UR-ZE-NN // PL/ZE – KR/AP

21 – 21-66 / 44-89
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DONALD TRUMP’S INAUGURATION
An important event has been registered for a long time in the calendar of January : the
inauguration of the new President of the USA, who takes place every four years in Washington, at
noon, on January 20th. The election of Donald Trump, since the 8th November 2016, already took
place under the sign of the unforeseen with the opposition Jupiter-Uranus, which will always be in orb
squeezed the day of the inauguration.
Investiture
20 janv. 2017 – 12h
Washington DC

Investiture de Donald Trump

MA/HA – 44°51

Opposition JU-UR // Carré MA-SA // MA/HA=AS

45 – 0-45/ 23-68

The chart for the inauguration (we studied in our article of the BMA 2016-8), does not appear
under very favourable aspects. Of course, the axis Jupiter/Uranus, at 22° Aries-Libra, appears, with
Uranus conjunct Eris there - factor of discord and anarchy - and connected with the axis
PV/Ascendant. This figure could correspond to a sudden event having a collective echo and
concerning a meeting of several people. We know that the virulent oppositions against the coming of
Donald Trump at the White House go increasing and could spoil this inauguration ceremony by
diverse demonstrations, so as to start, within the USA, a kind of " revolution of color " on the pattern
of those who accompanied reversals of regimes in numerous countries around the world.
Moreover, on this same day, will occurs the evolutionary square Mars-Saturn in dissonance with
the Moon, indicating the risk of deaths in the population. Finally, the axis March/Hades is situated
rightly on the Ascendant of the chart, at 14° Taurus, which indicates a vile act and a danger of murder.
Charles Ridoux
Amfroipret, on December 30th, 2016

